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BUSINESS EXPANSION
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My business expansion program is a 1:1 business
mentoring experience to grow your business.

The program is perfect if you are looking for a business
strategist and sparring partner to help you grow into
your next step in an authentic, easeful yet efficient way.

It will be tailored to your vision, your needs and what
phase in business you are. In

Depending on where you are in your business we will
work on:

Creating an aligned high-demand offer suite
Creating an aligned marketing strategy
Creating an aligned sales strategy
Creating automated lead funnels, that attract soul-
aligned clients
Creating evergreen sales funnels that sells 24/7
Creating launches in both a Beta-version and larger
scale launches
Creating profitable Meta Ads
Creating a supportive team

In simple terms; helping you to grow into multiple 6
figures. Or building the pillars to reach multiple 6
figures, depending on where you are in your business at
the moment.

(this is not the best container if you are completely new
to business)
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What you get:
1x2 hour strategy session including a brief
introduction to your Human Design
Bi-Weekly 60 min meetings on Zoom with Mia 
Daily Voxer Access 
Access to templates 

The container is a 90 days intensive designed to give
you an intimate experience and a dedicated business
partner to help you navigate your next steps. In can be
expanded into a longer collaboration if needed. 

The investment is $ 1.995  per month or $5.500 in one
payment*

*plus eventuel local taxes or VAT.
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To get into consideration for one of my limited
mentoring & coaching spots. Please write to my team at
hi@miapoulsen.com og simply send me a DM on
Instagram or Facebook, and we will arrange either a
short call or we can go back and forth on mail or
Messenger.

I would absolutely love to be your guide and support!

xx Mia


